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 : [IMG]Daytime Wilderness Classic 4 PC with Viewfinder and the Sony HMDxT I’ve just finished building 4 stations and I am
happy to say that I’ve almost completed my first Remote Daytime scenario. This morning I used the HMDxT, Nicon Total

Station & Compass to take an exterior photo. This is one of my test stations and it has everything built in and is ready to go out
and shoot. This was one of the stations I shot in the 2008 3-Day Scenario – the 2012 version was shot in the Mojave Desert. At
first, it was quite a workout to shoot in the Mojave Desert. I was ready to quit before I did the first shot. But after I got over the
heat, I was in heaven. Shooting with a 24mm Nicon and a 24mm Sony HMDxT is a pleasure for me. The Nicon has such a nice
FOV with the HMDxT in the house. [IMG]I shot the problem shot with my 24mm Nicon and 24mm Sony HMDxT and I was

quite pleased with the results. The first shot was very close to the trouble spot. I started shooting around the green area and was
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taking some time to clean up the area. There were some branches from a nearby tree and some small dirt clods. I found the T-
Mount and had all my data points for the problem. I pulled my Nicon out and checked my data. The software showed that the T-
Mount was not in the field of view. I had been recording some data on my laptop. Since I didn’t want to miss any data points, I

had to stop. But I didn’t have a problem. I used the T-Mount as a reference point for the setup and also for a straight-on
reference to the tree. [IMG]The T-Mount was a reference point for the setup. The tree was on the right side of the photo. The
tree is a Bur Oak tree. I’m not sure what the height is. This was shot at f/8. The Sony HMDxT is so close to the subject that it’s
actually too close. It makes for a better photo but it’s not the best photo. I had to see the distance and check the T-Mount. It was

very close. I took off the Sony 82157476af
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